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ABSTRACT
After many years of much-criticized opacity in the field of content moderation, social media platforms are now opening up to a dialogue with users and policymakers. Until now, liability frameworks in the United States and in the European Union (EU) have set incentives for platforms not to monitor user-generated content—an increasingly contested model that has led to (inter alia) practices and policies of noncontainment. Following discussions on platform power over online speech and how contentious content benefits the attention economy, there is an observable shift toward stricter content moderation duties in addition to more responsibility with regard to content. Nevertheless, much remains unsolved: the legitimacy of platforms’ content moderation rules and decisions is still questioned. The platforms’ power over the vast majority of communication in the digital sphere is still difficult to grasp because of its nature as private, yet often perceived as public. To address this issue, we use a governance structure perspective to identify potential regulatory advantages of establishing cross-platform external bodies for content moderation, ultimately aiming at providing insights about the opportunities and limitations of such a model.
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The current debate around social media platforms is not only on content moderation, it involves a broader picture including, inter alia, the data...
on which the attention economy is built, the differing motifs of ad-based platforms and users driven by their individual interests, the potential influence that engaging content can have on users, and how algorithms handle content that is not only engaging but moreover contentious and toxic. It is a challenge in itself to keep track and to see the whole picture while being aware of the specificities of each of these issues. This article responds to that need by using the analytical approach of focusing on the underlying governance structures, giving an overview of the challenges and obstacles encountered with regards to content moderation by states and platforms so far, and offering guidelines for a proper use of new institutions oriented toward general interests in this context. In our contribution, we analyze the guiding opportunities arising from a competent third-party system involving technology in the context of content moderation from a governance structure perspective, showing out the advantages of such a scenario compared to the status quo, and pointing out the requirements. Ultimately, we conclude that, under the current circumstances, a competent third party independent from both governmental and corporate interests that is equipped with powers to decide on content moderation matters could be the way forward, provided that the challenging requirements are met.

Background: Liability as a Janus Face in Platform Governance

The principle of platforms’ limited legal liability was initially based on the idea that they perform a service of distribution, not of publishing or performing. This general idea was spelled out in a US Supreme Court landmark case (*Smith v. California*) and later translated into national legislation, for example, Section 230 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 230), commonly known as the Communications Decency Act in the United States. Similar approaches can be found in Article 14 of the European Union (EU) e-Commerce-Directive or in Section 79 of the Indian Information Technology Act. The generic term for social media platforms, search engines, and microblogging services—information intermediaries—reflects the starting point of the discussion around platform governance, that is, intermediaries function as a conduit or a pipe. They do not edit content or produce their own direct speech. The initial idea was also to give these new businesses an opportunity to grow without being fully affected by the burden of far-reaching monitoring obligations. At the beginning of the “social web” also known as “web 2.0,” the opportunities
of new communication networks raised high expectations. Intermediaries were perceived as a medium of connecting users, allowing each of them to share content both within their networks and publicly, and enhancing global information exchanges. Unlike traditional media outlets, intermediaries are—at least in principle—not obliged to investigate content before allowing it to be uploaded. They may moderate content and are supposed to do so in specific cases but are in general exempted from any duty to proactively looking out for unlawful user-generated content (hereinafter UGC). According to EU law, intermediaries are only liable for infringing content of which they have knowledge. If a platform provider systematically investigates UGC, it might be held responsible for all content due to these monitoring measures. The legal framework set out by the e-Commerce-Directive produces a systemic incentive not to establish any form of automated content monitoring; Article 15 explicitly prohibits the Member States the establishment of rules obliging platform providers to do so. This is surprising, as usually liability is used as a resource to control active measures of private parties.

This type of (governmental) regulatory framework heavily molded the image of unaccountable social media platforms that rather leave problematic UGC online than take it down. In practice, it depends on the platforms: how much they moderate content, according to which standards or rules, and by which means. Inevitably, larger platforms have to deal with a bigger variety of users and of UGC, which in turn pushes them to adopt a distinct approach toward content moderation. When confronted with problematic UGC such as defamation, libel, extremism, propaganda, and other forms of disinformation, child sexual abuse material, but also copyright infringements, once informed platforms have to act and cannot rely on the provisions mentioned earlier. They will either stick to their relative immunity as provided by limited liability laws (e.g., Reddit, 4chan), or engage in more active forms of content moderation (Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, etc.). The interests at stake with content moderation and with the governance of content moderation are third-party rights such as personality rights, copyrights, and, at a higher level, public safety and order, or even democratic values including autonomous formation of political opinions,
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free public discourse, and election integrity. For almost two decades, platforms hosting UGC were only subject to this broad regulatory framework, according to which they could moderate content according to their own rules. Private ordering, that is, the rulemaking and enforcement thereof by private actors, is primarily motivated by reduced costs for the state and enhanced flexibility and efficiency for private actors. Lawmakers in the United States and the EU adopted this model and allowed platforms to govern UGC by means of their respective terms and conditions. In light of the spread of contentious UGC over social networks and the potential and observable harms this content does to the individual and societal interests in general, the platforms’ relative immunity is increasingly contested and their relevance for public communication is more and more highlighted in regulatory debates.

This criticism is mostly based on the findings that have shown over the last years that some platforms are not as content-neutral as they claim to be. Not only does their business model rely on users to generate content, moreover the algorithmic prioritization system prefers content with high user engagement. That strategy comes at a high price when the most engaging content is also the most contentious. Plus, this puts their role as mere distributors into question, as they select, filter, and prioritize content according to the alleged interests of their users. In the same time, platforms that aim at bringing together larger parts of society all over the world and not limiting their target audience (e.g., to certain topics such as themed forums) play an active role in moderating UGC—even if their internal policies and decision-making processes in the area have only been revealed to the public in recent years.” It turns out that the “opacity of private
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speech practices”\textsuperscript{12} is an important concern because the lack of transparency prevents all checks and balances that we apply when traditionally examining state action that affects speech. Indeed, regulation is not per se a legislative act: any intervention that “links ordering processes with explicit objectives and measures” may be considered regulation.\textsuperscript{13} In a narrow sense, regulation or regulatory frameworks that are “issued for the purpose of controlling the manner in which private and public enterprises conduct their operations”\textsuperscript{14} are usually associated with legislative or state authorities’ interventions,\textsuperscript{15} as distinguished from forms of self-regulation and private ordering.\textsuperscript{16} Co-regulatory frameworks usually combine regulatory frameworks and state oversight with such types of self-regulation or private ordering.\textsuperscript{17} Research has shown that social media platforms acting on a global market have their very own set of standards and rules and enforce them—sometimes beyond what states would be allowed to do.\textsuperscript{18} With regard to the principle of contractual freedom this is not a problem per se, but it raises the central question regarding the role and functions of intermediaries for individuals practicing their fundamental rights to communicate and inform on one hand, and their supra-individual function for public communication in democratic societies on the other hand. This observation goes hand in hand with legislators wanting intermediaries to cope with the growing responsibilities that come with their power over digital communication.\textsuperscript{19} What can be observed in the policy discourse in the last years is a shift (back) from a laissez-faire approach with unobtrusive legal provisions and rather liberal governance approaches to forms of stronger, more legislation-focused, and more demanding media regulation.

Legislators in the EU have endorsed stricter policies when it comes to online intermediaries than in the beginning of the 2000s when drafting Art. 14 e-Commerce Directive. Search engines have to delete personal information (Art. 17 EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR):
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right to be forgotten), social media platforms are expected to remove unlawful content within short time spans, for example, in cases of child sexual abuse material, terrorist propaganda, or copyright infringements. Under Section 3 NetzDG (German Network Enforcement Act), obviously unlawful content has to be removed within 24 hours. Under Article 4 of the proposed EU Regulation on preventing the dissemination of terrorist content, an online “hosting service provider” has to remove “terrorist content” within one hour. Platforms are expected to react almost immediately when it comes to unwanted content, not least to avoid its spreading throughout the vaster Internet (beyond the networks of a single platform). Moreover, the EU is about to draft and adopt a new set of rules that will target the issues mentioned here and update the E-Commerce-Directive, that is, the Digital Services Act (DSA). It is expected to bring more procedural obligations for content moderation, more transparency for content curation, and a more aligned approach at the European level. According to the documents published by the relevant committees of the EU Parliament, the DSA will have profound implications for the platforms but will also harmonize the legal regime across Europe. Actually, the LIBE (Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs) committee’s report proposes an independent body to exercise effective oversight—an idea very much in line with this article’s core argument. In addition, the EU Commission announced a European Democracy Action Plan, supposed to “ensure that citizens are able to participate in the democratic system through informed decision-making free from unlawful interference and manipulation.” It is important to note that the purposes of regulatory interventions have taken an observable shift from ensuring individual rights to discussing countermeasures against risks for both individual rights and supra-individual aims like societal values or public interest.

These legislative activities show that lawmakers believe platforms should protect the EU’s core values. However, putting the platforms in charge of a faster and more effective removal of unlawful or unwanted content is not as simple as it appears when reading the laws mentioned earlier, with
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content moderators being responsible for interpreting vague legal terms.\textsuperscript{25} The enforcement of laws that restrict freedom of speech via private actors is a source of concern.\textsuperscript{26} It comes along with a shift of power toward non-state actors in matters that are \textit{a priori} in the domain of the judiciary. Moreover, such laws can be a backdoor to collateral censorship when states impose the removal of speech in a way that they themselves would not be allowed to do. The fear of collateral regulation or censorship by proxy is not new\textsuperscript{27} but it might be intensified when the state hands over significant duties such as judicial review to nonstate actors and, additionally, is not in full control of the way the enforcement is actually performed in terms of legal interpretation. Sanctioning platforms when they do not comply with removal obligations within a short time span also bears the risk of incentivizing removal of borderline content although it is, in fact, not unlawful. On the one hand, pressuring platforms to react when users complain about harmful content via financial sanctions is effective, but on the other, it might come along with consequences that go against the initial rationale of the regulatory intent.

All in all, content moderation on social media platforms is a many-sided topic that cannot be summarized into one problem,\textsuperscript{28} hence it cannot be answered by a one-size-fits-all solution. Neither governments nor the companies running social media platforms have found an appropriate agenda covering all aspects. Given that social media platforms operate on a global scale and that their users are spread all over the world, hence subject to different jurisdictions, there is so far neither a single regulatory framework that would match, nor is there supranational agreement regarding a binding legal international minimal standard when it comes to recognizing the human rights involved.\textsuperscript{29} The current legal framework generally stipulates that a platform provider’s knowledge of any infringing content results in liability, thus setting up an incentive structure where systematic content monitoring leads to stricter responsibility. This is the underlying dilemma of today’s platform liability framework. Moderating content from different cultures and regions are tasks that come at high costs (economic and psychological) when performed by human moderators.\textsuperscript{30} To address this
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issue, we need to take a closer look at the chances (and risks) offered by an independent actor, including a look at how such changes in the governance structure might support advantages with regard to cross-platform content moderation and technology-driven forms of platform governance. Although technology might support and/or perform external content moderation, paying off in terms of scale and efficiency, it would need to be designed in a very cautious way to not reproduce current shortcomings in this area, potentially infringing the human rights and principles mentioned earlier.31

Online Speech and Power Shifts in Public Communication

In the digital sphere, protecting democratic principles and freedom of speech as well as access to information, media freedoms, and so on, is no longer a matter of protecting solely from the coercive power of the state.32 It has to incorporate the decentralization of power and, therefore, power shifts toward new private actors. Thus, the environment for public communication on the Internet has similarities with the analogue world, but is different when it comes to speech because it more often involves three players33; at least it is the case when we focus on online intermediaries. There is the state, the user (who is at the same time a communicator and a recipient), and lastly, the platform providers. The latter are private actors that have in some cases acquired a substantive power over communication for individuals and society as a whole, positioning themselves closer to governments with regards to their normative power.34 Governance approaches were drafted and their potential implementation analyzed to make sense of the growing importance of regulation through private actors. These shifts of power started before the rise of social media platforms, that is, in the course of globalization and the emergence of vertical and horizontal self-regulatory arrangements between state and nonstate actors.35 Black describes the decentralization of regulation as follows: “So
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complexity, fragmentation and construction of knowledge, fragmentation of the exercise of power and control, autonomy, interactions and interdependencies, and the collapse of the public/private distinction: all are elements of the composite “decentred understanding” of regulation.”

The description of Black has to a large extent become reality with the Internet, and the growth of online intermediaries’ services has reinforced this pattern. It has in parts replaced hard law instruments where self-regulation might have appeared as a white hope in many aspects.

This position of intermediaries as the new gatekeepers of the information society begs the question of their role when it comes to their users’ rights. Legislators and authorities decide what is legal and what is not, but they increasingly delegate power to or rely on platforms to enforce these laws online while leaving room for the platforms’ own sets of standards and rules. The latter are more convenient to enforce because it is at each platforms’ discretion whether or not to ban certain types of content, and whether to remove it locally or globally. Lessig’s “code is law” still stands for the normative power by means of platform architecture. Although this formula is still valid, lawmakers no longer leave it up to platforms’ discretion to develop rules within a self-regulatory framework. The lawmakers’ trust placed in self-regulation has diminished over the past years and, at least in the EU, they are increasingly drafting regulatory frameworks that stipulate “clear” rules and “hard” consequences. In their overview of the different governance strategies, Latzer et al. point at the weak points of self-regulation. Indeed, the governance of online intermediaries has been criticized for many years for not being sufficiently effective and coherent.

Gasser and Schulz identified three types of situations in their international study of online intermediaries’ governance: countries that lack specific intermediary governance frameworks, countries with existing and differentiated specific frameworks, and countries with emerging frameworks. The identified deficiencies were mainly connected to the heterogeneity of intermediaries’ regulation and the lack of awareness of the possibly negative
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consequences on users’ fundamental rights. All in all, scholars agree on the importance of adopting a global perspective while still bearing in mind the regional context when designing instruments of content moderation that also take human rights into account.

For today’s major platform companies, the governance landscape in the EU and the United States is quite different with regards to the lines they are taking. The EU’s Member States tackle the problem of harmful content by making platforms cope with local laws and reducing their immunity. Germany set off the regulatory wave with the Network Enforcement Act (NetzDG) in 2017, a law under which platforms are obliged to ensure user-friendly complaint mechanisms and the quick removal of unlawful content. France wants to ameliorate the enforcement of its laws against information manipulation in times of political campaigning by installing a new preliminary ruling procedure and transparency obligations for sponsored content. On the supranational level, the EU adopted several codes of conduct tackling online hate speech and extremist content. However, these regulations might not solve the issue of moderating content in a proportionate manner, that is, to limit the speech restraints to the smallest possible while protecting other rights as well. As Grimmelman puts it: “No community is ever perfectly open or perfectly closed; moderation always takes place somewhere in between.”

Laying out the Governance Structure: Spheres of Efficacy

Traditional legal perspectives take a normative focus when analyzing a specific policy field, focusing on norms and provisions manifested in legal texts and jurisprudence. The consequences these norms have or might have on the addressees as well as on other relevant actors within the field of application are, however, a traditional topic for the sociology of law. Hart’s approach to a “Concept of Law” was the first one aiming at bringing together these perspectives: Using a stance of a “descriptive sociology of law,” he developed the social-scientific concept of a governance structure that looks at socio-legal compounds with perspectives on the behavior of
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the players within a specific area and its entanglement with normative, specifically legal contexts. The concept has been further elaborated by Kornhauser to be able to close the gap “between the institutional focus of governance structures and the normative focus of the jurisprudential debate,” taking into account formal and informal incentives for institutions and their behavior. The two important features within the concept of governance structures are the degree of institutional differentiation and the motivating factors underlying the institutional design, especially in cases where a specific institutional figuration needs to resolve the problems of recognition, adaptation, and enforcement where primary (legal) rules are either questioned, where conditions change rapidly, or societies become less homogeneous. In the last two decades, legal scientists have found the concept of governance structures as a fruitful analytical approach in times of social differentiation and challenged traditional regulatory concepts. In complex legislative environments consisting of hard law, soft law, informal means, and self- or co-regulatory initiatives, the largely distinct structures of legislation, monitoring, and enforcement bear different, often complex, relationships with the addressees of regulatory measures, not only, but also depending on their respective organizational structures and differing motivational processes.

Before this background, we use the concept of governance structures as a theoretical starting point for analyzing the actors in the three vertices of the triangle, their formal and informal incentives for specific behavior, and, subsequently, the degree of institutional differentiation and dependencies between them when it comes to the issue of moderating UGC. By applying the perspective of governance structures to the described triangle, we are able to describe the institutional figurations between the three players and their potential influence on resolving the challenges of content moderation (spheres of efficacy). Using the concept of governance structures, we can systematically explain the current stalemate situation in platform governance.

Formally, the state is the only legal authority in the online speech triangle we describe and, as such, has the monopoly on legitimate use of force, for example, by enforcing laws concerning illegal content. It shapes the
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legal framework for both the platform and the user in terms of illegality of content as well as of liability for illegal content, taking into account the knowledge and the degree of awareness of illegal content. The legislator’s sphere of efficacy is broad and comprehensive—at the same time, it is guided and limited by individual rights, civil liberties, and constitutional principles, which might have a wide scope and, accordingly, limit the legislator in establishing and the authorities in enforcing existing legal provisions. When it comes to individual UGC on platforms the state runs into legal, technical, and factual access limitations. When content generated by users is uploaded on platforms using their infrastructure and services, such actions take place in the realm of an agreement between two private actors. The state may regulate the contexts and power relations between the private actors, but it is not allowed to specifically intervene between the two or to request direct access to nonpublic platform communication. When states chose to regulate speech (and when speech regulation is not forbidden by constitution), they are usually bound to the principle of common standards. Legal liability frameworks are usually being used as a resource of control here. When users communicate anonymously or are difficult to get hold of, the state will usually fall back to address platforms as subsequent access points for all forms of governance.52 As seen earlier, the state will usually start to demand more “social responsibility” from the platforms, later on putting more pressure to self-regulate on the platforms by threatening them with formal legislative provisions. In cases where self-regulatory measures do not yield expected results, states may start to pass bills that directly regulate platforms with regard to their content moderation. This approach, however, comes with the risk of capturing platforms via expression-related legislation, and using them to enforce speech regulation in abusive ways in worst case scenarios. All in all, however, the state usually exercises rather indirect forms of control when it comes to content moderation on social media platforms. As stated earlier, legislators usually intervene with the purpose of safeguarding individuals’ basic rights. A rather new issue is whether and how states should react to supra-individual or even societal risks emerging from platform-based content moderation. As communication on platforms and content moderation on scale can also have detrimental effects on public communication, social cohesion, or democratic opinion-formation, the question is whether the legislative handling of such risks also should be considered in this approach. As the
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governance structure approach focuses on the relevant actors and their spheres of efficacy, two aspects emerge regarding such societal risk mitigation: First, the powers of the State remain unchanged in this area; it will be thrown back to indirect forms of governing here, too (see above). The reason for this currently is that legal doctrine still has to provide a concept of positive legal obligations when it comes to legitimizing the State to safeguarding societal values. It remains to be seen whether such a doctrine would change the power structure between the State and the platforms. Second, there is not enough empirical data (yet) on the relevance of platforms for public communication and respectively alleged risks.53 For now, we assume that extending the regulatory purposes from individual rights protection to ensuring societal values does not change the spheres of efficacy described here.

Platforms, on the other hand, are private companies that stand in a contractual or contractual-like relationship with users according to the principle of contractual freedoms (limited, for example, by data protection laws, copyright laws, consumer protection laws). Hence, they have direct access to all users’ uploads, they can perform content analysis like file recognition, object detection, hash value-based detections, audio fingerprinting and analysis, action recognition, and alike.54 They perform user tracking and behavior-based user profiling and conduct predictive analyses regarding the alleged interests and needs of their users.55 With regard to unwanted content, platforms can, therefore, exclusively and finally decide to systematically identify and take-down content and to prevent reupload of identical or nearly identical material.56 All in all, platforms exercise very direct forms of control on their users’ speech on the basis of their community guidelines, hence, an extensive sphere of efficacy. When necessary, their rules are enforced by taking down content, algorithmically downgrading users’ visibility, and suspending user accounts.57

The relationship between platforms and users is mostly unbalanced: platforms can de facto enforce any rule and, additionally, influence the users’ communicative behavior and the exercise of their rights. This has led to a discourse about taking into consideration the complexity of this
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relationship when lawmakers plan regulatory measures that could be detrimental to the platforms’ business model. Because platforms aim at avoiding hard and external regulation at any cost they will self-regulate in lockstep. This combination can lead to a form of “unholy alliance” between the state and the platforms and have serious—sometimes even unnoticed by politics—consequences by collusion for the users’ freedom of expression.

Last but not least, users. They are often perceived as the weakest player in the triangle, although they actually are the ones directly publishing, interacting with, and sometimes deleting their own content. They are the user base that a platform needs to function. In relation to both the state and the platform, users are the ones being governed. At the same time, platforms can seize the user base for identifying relevant content. Users can report problematic content by tagging or flagging, thus making the platform aware of it.\(^{58}\) Some platforms have a moderation system where selected users or moderators are attributed authority when it comes to moderating content, for example, YouTube’s or Reddit’s “trusted flagger” programs. In a sense, such mechanisms are a crowd-sourced form of control (voting, tagging, reporting, or blocking),\(^{59}\) and, thereby, the users can force a platform to react where it perhaps need not before.\(^{60}\) Nonetheless, the sphere of efficacy of users is much more restricted than the legislators’ and platforms’—due to their lack of control over the enactment and enforcement of rules, users are significantly more dependent on platforms and legislators than vice versa.

As the relation- and efficacy-related analytical dimensions have shown, the platforms are the ones with the most direct access to content at scale, including semi- or fully automated forms of content moderation. Generally, moderation \textit{ex post} is perceived as the best solution when it comes to content moderation: it allows both fast publication of UGC and content control.\(^{61}\) Nevertheless, taking down harmful content after its publication might still come too late with regards to the attention peak of propagated content. The popularity and “viral spread” of UGC can be due to content-based and other “content-agnostic” factors.\(^{62}\) In cases of extremist or terror propaganda UGC, the major impact can happen within the first moments or days after publication, due to a so-called first mover
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advantage.63 Also, the first numbers of views are perceived as a strong indicator of the popularity of online content.64 The argument could be made that contentious content can be recognized by its “virality” and that an extended timeline for ex post moderation, that is, a procedure of notice and take-down would be too long for unwanted content, since its detrimental effects on both individual rights and societal interests might take place in the meantime. Additionally, the majority of users does not wish to be exposed to hate speech or toxic content—which could be an argument in favor of a faster removal in accordance with the law.65

Users expect platforms to act and to remove extremist content, as seen with the Christchurch livestream.66 Nonetheless, one must be aware that too high incentives for platforms to delete content can be a threat for freedom of expression and information.67 The effect of over-removal might be exponentiated as much as the immunity of platforms tends to be less comprehensive. More liability, less attractive to advertisers and users—there is a strong motivation to remove contentious UGC rather than keeping it published. Along those lines experts also red-flag laws stipulating an obligation for platforms to implement “pro-active measures” to detect unlawful content, since this could potentially lead to an unprecedented peak of private control over online speech.68 Using automatic upload filters or other technological tools that analyze all content before its publication and without any grounds for suspicion is very likely to be considered unconstitutional if it is based on a (lacking) type of legislative framework.69 Some scholars call for a broader interpretation of state action, that is, a stricter scrutiny for instruments of soft law when their implementation by private actors will factually lead to an impermissible restriction of fundamental rights.70

In sum, there is a constant back and forth between private ordering by social media platforms on the one hand, and regulatory frameworks that limit intermediary liability or force them to enforce laws on the other.
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Both sides can be more or less restrictive, that is, for platforms: having a rather broad definition of unwanted content or as little intrusive content moderation policy as possible; or for state actors: strict constitutional proviso that only allow very narrow exceptions in the scope of protection of free speech or censorship friendly regulations usually recognizable by the use of vague legal terms. It is therefore not possible to assert which of private ordering or state regulation is the most effective and least harmful at the same time when it comes to the users’ individual freedom. Hence, we have reached a stalemate situation right now when it comes to platform governance. To progress from here one needs to think beyond traditional forms of governance where a task is traditionally fulfilled by a single actor, entailing the risk of overlooking an important component. If one looks only at the individual actors, not enough attention is paid to the links they have between each other. This is where a governance structure perspective can show ways out of the current dilemma. Instead, it might be worth to look at collaborative forms of governance, including new and independent actors. This approach might facilitate identifying a potential governance structure in which the individual is not either user or citizen but both because the division between the contractual relationship between users and platforms on the one hand, and the societal position of individuals as human rights holders on the other, would be made void. Furthermore, the platforms would not become the mighty new regulatory bodies for online speech.

Concepts of Collaborative Forms of Governance

Internet regulation and platform governance are not the only fields where new answers have to be found for the relationships between state and non-state actors, and for the question whether there is a need for legislators to become active. With regard to the latter, previous research was conducted in other fields of legislation. In environmental law, for example, there is less legislative activity to be observed when private actors commit to voluntary and binding rules, although private self-imposed rules do not automatically lead to a better protection of the environment. It is due to legislators tending to settle for less strict rules when these voluntary rules
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come from the private sector.\textsuperscript{72} Private regulation can support aspirations of governmental policies but not replace them because they aim at different values than those protected by state actors in representative Western democracies.\textsuperscript{73} Although private actors tend to prevent (new) state regulation, since it comes with (new) costs, the state is directly bound to both recognize human rights and—in some regions—safeguard these rights against limiting activities by third parties.\textsuperscript{74} It is also an argument in favor of choosing constitutional principles such as the separation of powers to guide deliberations on future governance.\textsuperscript{75}

This general observation does however not stand in the way of more collaborative forms of governance, which can be preferable to others as they bring together competencies from different actors.\textsuperscript{76} Studies have shown that co-regulation, for instance, shows regulatory advantages in highly dynamic areas where expertise by the addressees is needed,\textsuperscript{77} or that self-regulation can provide solutions to legislative stalemates due to highly politicized issues, even though the results of self-regulation have not been the most fruitful in the area of social media governance so far.\textsuperscript{78} The field of content sharing and social networks is particularly starving for innovative governance concepts because of the shown triangle formed by the actors involved.

Collaborative governance might suggest a joint form of action but it should not be confused with multistakeholderism as it is not (only) about bringing together all actors involved in the matter of content moderation. Either way, the term “multistakeholderism” has been used as a proxy for alternative governance models that would involve more than one or two actors\textsuperscript{79} and is therefore not so far away from what this article is looking for. Even if multistakeholderism has been discussed in relation to the platforms’ nature, the question we want to address here is more of administrative nature, rather than a matter of intergovernmental organization.

In the range of collaborative models, one option can be to reinforce the collaboration between single actors. Besides the general issues observed in
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cooperation-based governance structures, for example, power hegemonies reflecting in discourse outcome or forms of capturing, the various combinations come with advantages and flaws, typically because they involve two of the three parties and destabilize the “triangle constellation” for better or worse, depending on the actor asked. That being said, it is probably not appropriate to call the current state of power relations within the triangle of governments, users and platforms “balanced” (see supra). Either way, none of the contemplated combinations has met the identified requirements of balanced content moderation so far, that is, a balanced approach of contractual freedom and constitutional principles. Formulated in an overexaggerated way, the status quo of the triangle has, so far, always led to an odd man out and it generally tends to be the user—and with him or her, her or his human rights. If we want to design new governance forms, we need a clear understanding of the pros and cons mentioned.

When states and platforms work together it comes hand in hand with the risk of the state acting via these private actors, that is, collateral censorship, serious threats for individual rights, due process, and other important principles. A too close relationship between states and platforms is rightly perceived as too opaque and powerful. Moving away from the state’s responsibility, other problems might emerge. If platforms have the freedom of creating their own rules based on their contractual relationship with users, they might be driven by ad revenues (“attention economy”) and only incidentally by the ideals of free expression and information. Without formal governmental intervention, the platforms’ room for interpretation of how to govern the digital sphere and both public and private communication within is extensively broad and left at their discretion. Here, one can deplore that individuals act more as mere customers than active citizens although they could potentially influence not only the market but also their governments. Sometimes, users are solicited and contribute, for example, by flagging unwanted content (YouTube), by moderating content in a bottom-up approach (Reddit), by installing and maintaining alternative dispute resolution models (Wikipedia), or by voting trustworthiness
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of news (discarded Facebook idea). When platforms and users initially cooperate on the subject of content moderation, the instruments used can be similar to those used in representative democracies. Rules and the way of enforcing them can be commonly agreed upon. However, it seems that the growth of user numbers comes hand in hand with less collaboration between platforms and users. With the rise of user numbers, a system of peer-based moderation might no longer be an option for large platforms because it would lose its efficiency or might be played by users acting collusively to misuse user-based reporting and moderation tools. Hence, the platform’s size can coincide with the implementation of commercial content moderation. The latter comes along with the additional challenge for commercial content moderators to tackle hate speech or other issues in other, less familiar cultures and contexts.

Independent Third Parties as a Solution? Advantages from a Governance Perspective

As now elucidated, none of the solutions in place nowadays is compliant with constitutional principles nor viable in the long run as they respectively include a power disequilibrium. If liabilities law and the intrinsic motivations of platforms tend to tilt toward paradox patterns of both too much and too little content moderation, the current governance structure does not seem able to cope with balancing rights and duties within the triangle. That is why this article looks at the possibility of adding an additional player in the equation. We are building this idea on the hypothesis that by establishing independent bodies that take content-related decisions instead of platforms, many of the current drawbacks in the governance structure might be solved or at least improved: The liability issues would be delegated away from the platforms to a third party that
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would be authorized to not only monitor, but also and foremost to moderate content. Its decisions might take effect across platforms and different regions, while at the same time adhering to minimum principles and considering human rights directly. Such an approach has—to a certain degree—been recognized by some platforms and currently leads to a new form of self-regulation.94 For instance, Facebook has establishing an oversight body that reviews appeal cases that ask fundamental questions of moderating UGC.95 According to its charter, Facebook’s Oversight Board is independent from Facebook, both financially and substantively, a step that has been analyzed as a form of “enhanced self-regulation.”96 In content moderation matters, the Oversight Board is expected to decide on cases that Facebook and users cannot agree upon (categorized as “significant and difficult”), and that were selected by the Board’s “selection committee.”97 The Facebook Oversight Board has decided upon first cases in 2021,98 with follow-up decisions and policy changes expected soon after. The impact of the Oversight Board’s activities remains to be seen but its creation,99 the wider context of regulatory evasion,100 and first decisions have already been scrutinized.101

Facebook is not the only social media platform undergoing change: Twitter, for example, allows its users to “appeal an account suspension or locked account” and YouTube, similarly, introduced the “right to appeal Community Guidelines strikes.” Large social media platforms have generally committed themselves, for example, to publishing transparency reports, to allowing the individual right of contesting a take-down decision—moving closer to what is usually common for state actors, that is, administrative law.102 There is still much research to be done in this area as this new type of corporate self-regulation blends in mechanisms of administrative law, but on a voluntary basis, and with limited verifiability and accountability. The advantages of such self-regulatory measures from the perspective of the users remain unclear, though.
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When distilling the abovementioned and pondering about new governance structures, it appears that moderating UGC within certain legal boundaries of private and public law would benefit from cooperation. It should not be thought of as a one-to-one cooperation but rather a participatory model that would involve all actors but limited to the specific task of content moderation (i.e., preferably not Internet governance in general or other overall topics). In order to achieve the goal of effective content moderation and still shutting out a power imbalance within the triangle constellation, each actor could contribute her assets and withhold from exercising too much power unilaterally. This might also protect from the unwanted effect of proactive over-removal when intermediary liability is no longer the central resource to control. Other intrinsic motifs of platforms would not be applicable either. If a third party (or fourth if counting in the user) were to monitor content moderation with its own discretionary power, it could (according to this model) be bound to societal and public interests or the common good, putting the governance of public communication back in the hands of society in the first place. Instead of “private public accountability,” this approach would put content moderation decisions rather back in the realm of public accountability. The independent bodies would act as competent third parties for both the platforms and the end users, implementing agreed societal values into the platform governance structure. At the same time, this approach would not completely restrict contractual freedoms since platforms could still apply their own terms and conditions on the top of legal provisions enforced by these new institutions. Although we see an independent body as a way out of the issue described until here, the proposed governance structure also brings up new questions with regards to power structures and the true advantages of such a solution. One needs to set high expectations and standards in order to achieve an improvement of the current situation without simply “relocating” the challenges encountered to a new actor.

Involving an additional party could be a way out of the current dilemma that we either privatize the ordering of public communication or have significant state interference in cross-border communication with potential overspills in the direction of censorship. The twist is that the new player
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would be neither a state body, nor a platform provider or organizationally related to it; it should be legally established as a third kind of actor, empowered to decide on content moderation first instead of platforms, ensuring that content-related decisions remain in the realm of society and its self-understanding regarding public communication: a type of outsourced content moderation body, but based in human rights and public discourse instead of economic motives. This fourth player would decide on behalf of society, for example, on the basis of United Nations’ Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.106 This new governance perspective is not to be mistaken with the concept of information fiduciaries as developed by Balkin, which stipulates higher duties of care for intermediaries with regards to their users’ data.107 Potentially, the same goal could be achieved but the means are fundamentally different.

If these preconditions were given, the positive effects of having a neutral and independent decision-making party might show advantages in automated content decisions at scale, too. So far, there is no clear advantage for freedom of speech in using automated, usually artificial intelligence (AI)-driven systems to moderate content because, until now, those systems are not capable of making more finely nuanced decisions than humans. In copyright, for example, context-blind AI systems cannot recognize fair use or other exceptions to the protection of rights holders such as satire or parody.108 When it comes to hate speech, AI systems are still struggling with accurate text classification and contextualization.109 This bears significant risks for individual rights and there is a high probability of growing threats with more sophisticated technology when moderating content.110 When it comes to partly or totally autonomous systems such as self-learning algorithms or deep learning, there is no reproducibility as there is with deterministic models. The inherent characteristic of most neural network–based algorithms being a black box makes its deployment in content moderation a delicate issue.111 The additional layer of uncertainty raises questions as to the liability or responsibility of the actor implementing the proposed
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system. All in all, the shift toward a system run by an AI would deserve consideration but definitely needs additional reflection. Competent third parties would seem structurally advantageous here in general, as they have no vested interest in business secrets around AI-based automated content moderation technologies. The development of more human rights–sensitive AI decision models could not only be open-sourced, they could also be controlled and optimized in the most reflexive way, since neither company secrecy nor economic considerations would make these procedures necessarily be opaque: As institutions without economic or political business logics, they could implement highly and openly tested models and undergo systematic external monitoring and evaluation measures. Moreover, the optimized models could be deployed across platforms, helping to overcome current intransparency in automated decision-making in platforms’ content moderation.

Requirements and Procedural Arrangements for Competent Third Parties

To benefit from the advantages of a third-party structure like we described earlier, social media platforms would need to outsource their content moderation activities when it comes to compliance with the law, not only for the review of contested take-down decisions. A privilege in terms of liability can only be granted to those platforms that choose to opt in some sort of a safe harbor. Opting in such a model would not be mandatory by law but if platforms want to dispose of their liability for unlawful content it would require a real transfer of competency as to the basic legal standards. It would still be at their discretion to maintain higher standards as long as it does not come at the disproportionate expense of freedom of expression and information.

In the following, we will outline the advantages and disadvantages of a trusted independent body from a governance structure perspective, as well as the requirements and procedural arrangements. Most of the suggestions surely will have to be discussed more thoroughly. We have already mentioned several reasons why adding a neutral body to the existing speech triangle would be beneficial and helpful for the unsolved problems of content moderation. The most obvious advantage is the responsibility shift
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from social media platforms to a new player when it comes to content moderation. Content moderation is a moving target, a field that regularly requires new policy decisions while bearing in mind the legal perspective. By establishing a new actor in the online infrastructure, which would not be affiliated with single social media platforms, cross-platform decision practices as well as coherent case law would be made possible if various platforms adhere to its decisions. Although it would be naïve to expect that the decisions would be applicable on a global scale, they could provide guidance across platforms and within cultures. This aspect should also be considered on a global scale and be taken in consideration when distributing responsibilities. In other words, there needs to be an equal distribution of power on a regional level, more user-centered and mindful of their respective societal values. It will probably be necessary to install several of those external bodies or internal units depending on the regional scope of applicable legal frameworks to consider different interpretations of freedom of speech; however, the body could ensure that a minimum standard regarding the consideration of human rights would be upheld. This could also translate into a cost advantage, a centralization of expertise, and higher legal certainty for both the platforms and the users. The competent third party could serve as a reliable contact point for both state authorities and platform providers (“content moderation intermediary”), setting minimum standards and best practices across platforms. Moreover, it would have the advantage of establishing sustainable procedures while simultaneously providing an agile form of reaction to new problems arising without the obligation to adhere to business logics or finding political majorities in decision-making. It would be the central node for affected users, granting them globally exercisable rights toward a body that is neither a contracting party nor a bottleneck to information and communication.

On the flip side, one could criticize that centralizing all decision-making into one powerful actor would signify handing over too much power over online communication. One would need to spell out safeguards against this potential shift in power over individual and public communication. Moreover, the platforms would lose control over the content published on their own applications and might fear so-called “sovereignty costs.” In Abbott and Snidal’s concept, sovereignty costs are the highest when the delegation of power by a state leads to a self-limitation of its legislative power. 114 What has so far been analyzed for states (making commitments
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and delegating sovereignty to an organization on a higher, supranational level) could now be applied to nonstate actors with important market power: transferring the task of content moderation would confine platforms substantively. Considering that we are looking at content generated by users, there is no real ownership of UGC by the platforms but it would still transform them into mere distributors of undisputed (or even desired) legal content if they lost control over content moderation. Additionally, potential conflicts between the new body’s decisions and the respective terms of service of social media platforms may arise. If the restrictions are potentially endangering their business model or simply making it (much) less attractive, social media platforms are not likely to adopt the proposed model. However, the advantages could outperform the disadvantages considering that the latter are by no means insurmountable obstacles.

Establishing such external bodies would only come with regulatory advantages in case of safeguarding specific aspects: It would need to guarantee independence from both state and platforms, and offer transparency and due process in a way in which private actors are generally not bound to. By doing so, it would combine the advantages of the actors who currently are in an advantageous power position over online speech in comparison to users, that is, the legislator and the platforms. This goes hand in hand with their resemblance with state actors: the more power private actors gain, the more they tend to be assimilated with the state or state-like structures.115 In the context of online speech, large platforms have been called “custodians,”116 “new governors,”117 “deciders,”118 and more designations that show the close link between power and societal expectations toward state-like actors.

One requirement here, with regard to the institutional differentiation, must be to draw clear lines between the actors involved. To avoid the allegation of censorship, the competent third body would need to be independent enough from state authority, and, similarly, from corporations to circumvent allegations of lobbying or revolving doors. In an effort to combine the best of all worlds, the competent third party would be user participation- and common-good oriented and particularly toward freedom of speech and information. Its decisions would be
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accessible for judicial review, but the external body would not be liable. Hence, it would not undermine the judiciary but rather intercept cases that can be decided by internal content moderators, leaving it up to the users or platforms to decide whether they wish to file a lawsuit in specific cases. Its decisions would be subject to judicial review as common litigation, or the procedure with the competent third party could be exhaustive if it is considered as some form of alternative dispute resolution. In light of the international context and the cross-border circumstances, it might be preferable to traditional litigation and national judicial review. However, such alternative dispute resolution system would require absolute transparency to avoid falling in the same opacity trap as before. Concerning accountability, the alternative governance structure would result in a somewhat radical shift: Platform providers would “outsource” their responsibilities regarding illegal user content, solving the current liability dilemma that sets incentives either to look away or to block also borderline content. A central purpose of establishing competent third parties is to shift responsibility for assessing illegal content away from the platforms toward the new content moderation bodies, mitigating the ambivalent incentive of a liability framework for platforms. However, the platform would still remain accountable for all its content moderation activities taking place on grounds of “only” the community standards, preventing the platforms from presenting themselves to the outside world as blameless and not accountable. For illegal content that is accessed by the external party once a platform submits to such a system, the platforms cannot be held liable for illegal content anymore, since the responsibility for moderating such content lies now with the third party. Like courts, these actors decide on the lawfulness of a specific piece of content. By following due process of law procedures, persons affected by the decisions could only sue the decision-making body in cases where the body exceeds its margin of appreciation in an apparent manner. (Like before, such proceedings would not hinder a person infringed in his or her rights to sue before a civil court against the person who posted the content in question.)

Another important requirement is the internal governance of such a competent third party: what has been described in this article for the actors is also valid for the new player’s structure. Many of our arguments can be attributed to the principle of separation of powers, that is, a separation of legislative, executive, and judiciary. The internal structure should reflect this principle by sharing corresponding tasks and
responsibilities. Developing content moderation rules shall, therefore, be separated from their application and opposition proceedings. The legislative is the norm-making power which, at first, remains with states (national legislation) and platforms (terms and conditions) but could, at a later stage, be further developed in a process involving all parties.\textsuperscript{119} What about the precedent of decisions after an appeal? They could develop normative effects in addition to the hitherto corpus of legislation. Case-by-case decisions regarding individual cases would fall under the judicial review of the competent third party, including a higher level of jurisdiction to ensure impartial decision-making. After that, each case needs to be enforced, whether it is a first stage decision to sanction UGC or an appeal decision. This part would remain within the responsibility of the platforms since, as described earlier, enforcement is the main feature of their “sphere of efficacy.” The executive power, in other words, the operational side of social media would, in any case, be the platforms’ own. We were aiming for a conceptual “Gedankenexperiment” and would welcome more discussion when it comes to practical details and subsequent issues.

Outlook

As a result, we are not moving away from the classic triangle structure of online speech but we offer a new perspective on it by establishing a new form of body in the very center of the triangle. It would be positioned in between the current spheres of efficacy, pushing a new model based on cooperation in- and outside the new body. We do not see it as a mere “breaker” between the state and platforms. In fact, we position it at the center of the triangle because it would assume responsibilities of both the state and the platforms to the advantage of the individual whose rights would no longer be fragmented between freedom of expression and contractual rights as a consumer. It would reduce the users’ lack of control that we have identified when laying out the spheres of efficacy;\textsuperscript{120} because instead of being governed by many, content control will be exercised by one centralized body. At the same time, users will be able
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to invoke their right to freedom of expression and due process in an unprecedented way in content moderation. This competent third party should be understood as a chance to recouple content moderation with society while at the same time relieving the platforms from their liability dilemma when it comes to moderating UGC. A risk of this shift in responsibility to such a competent third-party model is that it could be perceived as a mere strategy of blame shifting. To avoid such scenario, we ought to conceptualize it as a possibility to organize a better distribution of power (rulemaking, judgment, and enforcement) and to reach decisions that apply across multiple platforms, establishing a human rights–based ground level of content moderation. Simultaneously, it could contribute to protecting legitimate speech, thus limiting the over-removal of UGC. This would apply to decision-making at scale, too, especially in the realm of (semi-) automated systems. If content moderation is outsourced to an independent competent third party, its activities could include gathering data, training AI, and facilitating the development of a system that would eventually become a trusted content moderation AI. The independent body could be responsible for the data processing aiming at optimizing the constant work in progress of content moderation. The data would be used in order to guarantee content moderation standards: intelligent systems could then apply, at least to support human moderators. Ideally, such an approach will be better suited to implement transparent and evaluated procedures and technologies. The main advantage is that, according to our proposal, the third party would not have to follow the platforms’ business logic, that is, leaving behind the necessity of overlooking potentially harmful and prioritizing contentious content. The alternative approach here is to decouple human rights–relevant decision-making structures from ad-based business models; by doing so, we will be able (again) to discuss about forms of wanted and unwanted communications from a societal and not from a business perspective.
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